HNJ2030 Coordinating Committee

MEETING MINUTES  SEPTEMBER 1, 2020

ATTENDANCE

- Andrea Mahon, Julia Wieczorek, Loretta Kelly, Maria Baron, Yannai Kranzler, Yvonne Mikalopas

ACTION TEAM UPDATES

- Access to Quality Care
  - Making progress and meetings are collaborative.
  - Reviewed focus issues and formed subcommittees. Yvonne in health care integration subcommittee with Kwaku and Dr. Landers.
  - **CONCERN**: Focus issues are a little skewed without LHD representation.
    - Chairs are aware of lack of LHD representation.
    - Jamie Weller (OLPH) possible rep to HNJ?
    - Put in placeholders for LHD and ask specific questions to Jamie/Shereen and Megan/LHOs. Yannai will reach out to Shereen/Jamie.

- Healthy Communities
  - Chairs work great together and meetings are very collaborative.
  - **CONCERN**: Redefining the Topic Area.
    - Noted that other ACTs don’t need to start over to conform to HC’s plan presented at last HNJAC mtg.

- Healthy Living
  - Making progress as an ACT and within subcommittees.
  - **CONCERN**: Moving too fast and may miss needed input.
    - Asked to slow down, wait for HECC results, and dive deeper.

- Healthy Families
  - **CONCERNS**: Not progressing. Meetings are not collaborative.
    - Homework assignment - only 4 gave input. (Consistent with other ACTs)
    - Non-MCH people were left out of conversation at last meeting.
    - Concerned that members aren’t/won’t feel valued.
    - Need more “inclusive” agendas that allow much more time for feedback.

OTHER BUSINESS

- CHA/CHIP Alignment
  - Ask HNJAC members for ways to integrate CHAs/CHIPs since we can’t do it systematically right now due to competing staff priorities with COVID response.

- Equity
  - Health Equity Community Conversations
- Grant proposal and work plan have been submitted.
- Beginning to ask YMCAs to conduct interviews.
- Need to highlight HECCs and Pop Health Summit at next HNJAC mtg.

### TABLED UNTIL NEXT MEETING

- **Resilience**
  - Need HNJAC “training” on this and equity. Marissa, Yannai, Julia, Maria, and Loretta are meeting on that tomorrow.
- **Getting NJDOH senior staff involved**
  - Nashon and Natassia are the only ones consistently participating.